Lepton Announces Launch of Horizons 1 Managed Satellite Service over North America

PRESS RELEASE - MAY 12, 2015

Flexibility, Reliability and Security Are Key Features of Service Targeted at Broader Government and Enterprise Markets

Lepton Global Solutions, a leading provider of customized, cost-effective, end-to-end satellite communications solutions, today announced the launch of its Managed Satellite Network Service – North America for enterprise and government markets. Leveraging the iDirect platform, this service will provide a secure and reliable satellite network using Intelsat’s Horizons 1 North American satellite (@ 127° WL) footprint and a Lepton-owned, co-located iDirect hub at the Hawaii Pacific Teleport in Oahu, Hawaii. Lepton will manage the end-to-end service from its own Secure Operations Center (SOC) at Lepton HQ in Vienna, Virginia.

“In addition to the inherent reliability and security features of our satellite network,” said Isabel Bacon, Managing Partner at Lepton Global Solutions, “we offer unprecedented flexibility with an array of customizable features, and our concierge-level customer service ensures an excellent user experience. Equally importantly, in an increasingly vulnerable cyber security environment, Lepton's compliance with the highest standards of handling sensitive information provides an elevated baseline level of security for all customers.”

Lepton’s Managed Satellite Network Service is the essence of what today’s enterprise and government customers demand of an end-to-end solutions provider – flexibility, reliability, security, and excellent customer service. In its relatively short history, Lepton has established an unparalleled reputation with customers and has become known in the industry for what it calls the Lepton Edge:

· Fully-managed customized, turnkey service from a single provider
· One stop shop for flexibility, reliability, and security in communications
· Network infrastructure designed to protect sensitive communications
· Quick turnaround honed by military’s rapid response needs
· A track record of excellent customer service 24x7

With the launch of its Managed Satellite Network Service on Horizons 1, a broad range of enterprise and government customers in North America can now access a customized, cost-effective, and managed turnkey satellite communications solution.
About Lepton Global Solutions

Lepton Global Solutions specializes in the engineering and delivery of customized, yet cost-effective turnkey satellite communications solutions to commercial and government customers. Lepton's end-to-end solutions, which go beyond managed satellite services to include VSAT equipment installation, 24×7 technical support, and customized back-end IT infrastructure, are tailored to meet the customer's specific needs.

Lepton's customer-focused strategy is based on achieving a communications whole greater than the sum of its parts. Our solution delivery process removes the burden of dealing with multiple vendors, allowing customers to focus instead on their applications and missions. Lepton leverages its strong relationships with various network partners to provide a robust global satellite network, quality VSAT equipment, and a world-class customer experience.

Lepton is headquartered outside Washington, D.C., in Vienna, Virginia. For additional information, please visit www.leptonglobal.com
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